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Abstract: Complex evolutionary processes, such as positive selection and introgression can be
characterized by in-depth assessment of sequence variation on a whole-genome scale. Here, we
demonstrate the combined effects of positive selection and adaptive introgression on genomes,
resulting in observed hotspots of runs of homozygosity (ROH) haplotypes on the modern bovine
(Bos taurus) genome. We first confirm that these observed ROH hotspot haplotypes are results of
positive selection. The haplotypes under selection, including genes of biological interest, such as
PLAG1, KIT, CYP19A1 and TSHB, were known to be associated with productive traits in modern
Bos taurus cattle breeds. Among the haplotypes under selection, we demonstrate that the CYP19A1
haplotype under selection was associated with milk yield, a trait under strong recent selection,
demonstrating a likely cause of the selective sweep. We further deduce that selection on haplotypes
containing KIT variants affecting coat color occurred approximately 250 generations ago. The study
on the genealogies and phylogenies of these haplotypes identifies that the introgression events of the
RERE and REG3G haplotypes happened from Bos indicus to Bos taurus. With the aid of sequencing
data and evolutionary analyses, we here report introgression events in the formation of the current
bovine genome.

Keywords: positive selection; adaptive introgression; runs of homozygosity; haplotype; cattle

1. Introduction

Whole-genome sequencing technology and genomic tools provide opportunities to inves-
tigate and understand the interplay between complex evolutionary processes, such as positive
selection, introgression and inbreeding [1–3]. Using genome-wide or genomic region-specific
analyses with single base pair resolution, an in-depth understanding of the selective processes
shaping patterns of genetic variation in a population can be achieved [4–6]. Among these
complex processes, positive selection has played a very important role in changing genomes
through adaptation driven by frequency changes of favorable alleles in the modern population.
Strong selection on favorable alleles often happens in response to environmental changes or
diseases. An example of the former is the selection at the lactase locus in humans for the ability
to digest milk [7]. In farm animals, strong drivers of adaptation include domestication and
recent strong artificial selection for desired phenotypes. Signatures of selection in the genome
can be detected through high levels of linkage disequilibrium resulting in extended haplotypes,
deviations of allele frequencies from the neutral model and reduced local heterozygosity [8,9].
However, the process of positive selection has its own complexity as it interacts with other
evolutionary processes, resulting in distinct patterns of genetic variation. Thus far, there is
a poor understanding of the interaction between different complex evolutionary processes
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on the observed genomic phenomenon for haplotypes on a genome-wide scale, such as the
distribution of homozygosity [10]. Here, we study the impact of selection resulting in ge-
nomic homozygous haplotypes, known as runs of homozygosity (ROH), in connection to the
candidate target regions for positive selection and adaptive introgression.

Domestic cattle is an appealing model to study the effects of demography and positive
selection on their genomes resulting in extreme patterns of ROH distribution, because of the
known selection history, detailed records and controlled environments. Since domestication
from wild aurochs ~10,000 years ago [11–13], the bovine genome has been heavily shaped
by intensive artificial selection. Selection has been especially strong during the most recent
60 years [14,15], resulting in a significant improvement in milk and meat production as
well as changes in disease resistance [1,16,17]. The extreme use of the genetically best sires
has left many and clear signals of selection in the cattle genome. It provides opportunities
for detecting haplotypes not only under strong positive selection, but also resulting from
introgression from other species. These important haplotypes have largely contributed to
the improvement of the modern taurine cattle breeds. Evidence already shows that there
is pervasive introgression aiding in domestication and adaptation in the Bos species [18].
Hence, these unique conditions make the genome of domestic cattle an excellent model
to study how long-term intensive positive selection together with introgression shapes
their genomes.

This study used large-scale genome sequencing data from domestic cattle as a model
to demonstrate that positive selection can cause uniform ROH haplotype patterns at the
population level. We first characterized and compared the distribution of polymorphisms
with single-base resolution to quantify genetic diversity in different breeds. We next ex-
amined the effects of positive selection on the distribution of ROH in the current domestic
cattle population. Based on the length distribution of ROH in the population, we inferred
the time-scale of positive selection on specific ROH haplotypes in the population. Finally,
we identified introgression events from Bos indicus to Bos taurus by examining the phyloge-
netics of ROH hotspot haplotypes under positive selection. Overall, we utilized the bovine
genome as an excellent and unique model system to demonstrate the effects of demog-
raphy and positive selection in shaping the occurrence and distribution of ROH in cattle
genomes, and provide important and novel insights in inferring genomic footprints from
demographic history and positive selection using ROH as a tool from large-scale genomes.

We confirmed these candidate regions under selection using other statistics, such
as the integrated haplotype score (iHS), and its interplay with demography, shaping the
genomes of modern species.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Sequencing and SNP Discovery

A total of 684 bulls with high genetic contributions to the current cattle populations,
including 267 Holstein, 102 Fleckvieh, 89 Angus, 34 Jersey, 30 Simmental, 29 Brown Swiss,
26 Charolais, 25 Hereford, 25 Gelbvieh, 17 Finnish Ayrshire, 16 Swedish Red, 15 Danish
Red and 9 Belgium Blue, were obtained from the 1000 Bull Genomes Project’s Run4 [19].
Among these, the Danish Red cattle are from the Old Danish Red cattle population [20], and
Principal Component analysis (PCA) showed that Simmental and Fleckvieh are separated
as different breeds (unpublished results). Animals were selected following the same
criteria as Boitard et al. [21]. Sequences of Bos indicus, Gaur, Bison, Wisent, Banteng
and Gayal individuals were downloaded from NCBI (for accession numbers, see Data
Availability) [5,18].

Sequence reads from sequenced individuals were aligned to the cattle reference
genome assembly UMD3.1 [22] using bwa [23]. Duplicate reads were marked using sam-
tools [24]. Local realignment and quality recalibration was performed using the Genome
Analysis Toolkit (GATK) [25] following the Human 1000 Genome guidelines, incorporating
information from dbSNP [26]. Subsequently, variants were called using HaplotypeCaller
from GATK [25] and annotated using information from dbSNP [26]. Only variants with
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PHRED scores above 100 were kept and indels were excluded from further analyses. Nu-
cleotide diversity was calculated using a sliding window of 10 kbp over the whole genome
in all sequenced individuals, following Bosse et al. [27]. We corrected the SNP counts per
10 kbp bin for the number of bases within each 10 kbp bin proportionally to 10,000 covered
bases, i.e., bases with coverage between half and twice the average genome coverage. The
correction factor was calculated as DP/bin size, where DP = coverage in bp/bin.

2.2. Runs of Homozygosity

ROH were identified on all autosomes of the sequenced individuals using the method
developed by Bosse et al. [27]. We set the threshold to declare an ROH as an SNP count
maximum of 0.25 times the genome coverage in a window of 10 kbp. Detected ROH were
classified into three size categories: (1) short ROH smaller than 100 kbp (size class S);
(2) medium ROH between 0.1 and 5 Mbp (size class M); and (3) long ROH longer than
5 Mbp (size class L). For each breed analyzed, the number of ROH in each individual was
plotted against the total sum of lengths of the ROH detected in that individual. The number
of individuals within each breed and across all breeds sharing an ROH in a sliding window
of 100 kb were counted across the whole genome (i.e., ROH hotspot score). Genomic
regions where the fraction of individuals sharing an ROH exceeded the 99th percentile of
the empirical distribution were defined as ROH hotspots.

2.3. QTL Enrichment

Quantitative trait loci (QTLs) in cattle were extracted from the Animal QTL Database [28].
QTLs on the X chromosome or without locations were excluded. QTLs without references
in the Animal QTL Database were excluded [28]. The remaining QTLs were then classified
from the Animal QTL Database into six groups by the type of associated trait, i.e., milk,
reproduction, production, health, meat and carcass, and exterior traits. The QTLs located
within detected ROH hotspots were identified. When two QTLs were found to have the
same exact genomic interval or to be in the same associated trait group, they were counted
as one QTL. To test whether the enrichment of QTLs in the candidate ROH hotspots was
random or not, a permutation test was applied where ROH hotspot regions are simulated
in each permutation. Briefly, candidate ROH hotspot regions were randomly distributed
across the whole genome 10,000 times. Relative proportion and length of ROH hotspot
regions were kept constant to preserve their correlation structure. Next, we repeated trait
group assignment of QTLs located within the permuted ROH hotspot regions and computed
the number of QTLs in each of the six trait groups. The distribution of numbers of QTLs
observed in the permutated ROH hotspot regions was treated as the null distribution, from
which we computed the significance levels of the number of QTLs observed in the real data.
Moreover, genes located in the candidate ROH hotspots were annotated to the Ensembl Genes
89 Database using BioMart [29] and GO enrichment analysis was performed. The PANTHER
classification system [30] was used to identify over-represented biological process-related
GO terms. We used the human one-to-one orthologues for all cattle genes, because human
genes are annotated more comprehensively. Significance levels were adjusted based on
the Benjamini and Hochberg correction [31] for multiple comparisons, implemented in the
PANTHER classification system (FDR < 0.05). Finally, the haplotype structure of ROH hotspots
was examined among different breeds and species using haplostrips (version 1.1) [32], and
phylogenetic trees of genomic sequences in ROH hotspots were constructed using Neighbor-
Joining and bootstrapping methods, implemented in MEGA (version X) [33].

2.4. Detection of Selection Signatures

The Integrated Extended Haplotype Homozygosity (EHH) and Integrated Haplotype
Score (iHS) statistics [8], as well as the posterior probabilities from the hidden Markov
model (HMM) [21], were calculated and obtained within Holstein, Fleckvieh and Angus
populations with relatively large sample size. The integrated EHH is a metric to identify
genomic regions of excess haplotype homozygosity. It measures the excess of homozygosity
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due to identity by descent around an ancestral or derived allele of interest [8]. Consequently,
an SNP at a very high allele frequency with strong and long-range LD and thus excessive
integrated EHH scores indicates recent positive selection that has rapidly brought the
haplotype close to fixation in a population. The iHS test identifies chromosome segments
where the derived allele occurs at unusually high frequencies, indicating hitchhiking with
a selectively favored variant. Unlike the EHH, it requires the definition of ancestral alleles.
Integrated EHH statistics, hence, identify genomic regions under selection which have
been fixed or are close to fixation, while iHS has high power to identify haplotypes under
selection which have not yet been fixed [8]. The posterior probabilities from HMM are a
measure of hard-sweep within breed and reported in [21], and were transformed in the
following way: log10(p/(1-p)), where p is the posterior probability following [21].

Since the ancestral state of SNPs is usually used for detecting selection, for the dbSNPs
from the sequence data, we inferred the ancestral alleles in Bos taurus using the method of
Rocha et al. [34], in which the variants in dbSNPs were compared with sheep, water buffalo
and yak. In this study, the allele was assigned as ancestral if it was observed at least twice
in either sheep, water buffalo or yak. In total, there were 4,839,909 dbSNPs with inferred
ancestral states and this information was used to estimate the integrated EHH and iHS
scores. Finally, we calculated both the correlations between the integrated EHH scores and
the number of individuals sharing an ROH, and the correlations between the iHS scores and
the number of individuals sharing an ROH in a window of 100 kb for Holstein, Fleckvieh
and Angus populations. The p values of correlations were calculated to determine whether
they were significantly different from 0 using the R (http://www.r-project.org/, accessed
20 May 2019) cor and cor.test functions.

2.5. Association Mapping of Haplotypes from the ROH Hotspot Containing the CYP19A1 Gene

Due to its role in mammary gland development [35], we hypothesized that there is a
phenotypic effect of the ROH hotspot containing CYP19A1. To test the phenotypic effect,
we implemented a haplotype-based mixed linear model test for the effect of haplotypes on
milk yield in ROH hotspot haplotypes containing CYP19A1 variants. A total number of
5,199 Holstein individuals with HD genotypes were used to test the haplotype association
with de-regressed proofs (DRP) of milk yield. The genotypes from gene CYP19A1 were
extracted and phased using Beagle [36]. The following haplotype-based mixed linear model
was used: y = 1µ + Za + h1 + h2 + e, where y was a vector of phenotypes (milk yield);
1 was a vector of ones; µ was the intercept; a was a vector of random polygenic effects
following a multivariate normal distributed as a ~ N(0,Aσ2

a ); A was the pedigree-based
additive relationship matrix; σ2

a was the polygenic variance; h1 and h2 were vectors of
random haplotype effects, assumed to follow hi~N(0,Iσ2

h ); Z was an incidence matrix,
relating phenotypes to the corresponding random polygenic effects; e was the vector of
random individual error terms, where e~N(0, Iσ2

e); I was an identity matrix; and σ2
h and σ2

e
were the variance of haplotype effects and error variance, respectively. We quantified the
significance of the haplotype substitution effect by using the likelihood ratio test, comparing
the full haplotype-based association mixed linear model with a null model with mean,
polygenic effect and random error term, but without haplotype effects.

3. Results
3.1. The Distribution of ROH on Genomes Shaped by Demography

Runs of homozygosity on autosomes were determined for the sequenced cattle indi-
viduals from different breeds with a high genetic contribution to the current domestic cattle
populations. The samples were grouped based on their breed origin, with Holstein, Jersey,
Brown Swiss, Ayrshire Finnish Red, Swedish Red and Danish Red being dairy breeds,
Angus, Charolais, Hereford, Gelbvieh and Belgium Blue being beef breeds and Fleckvieh
and Simmental being dual-purpose breeds. There was an average number of 1221 ROH
per genome, with an average size of 202 kbp across all individuals. The mean number and
size of ROH varied from breed to breed, which reflects the different population histories

http://www.r-project.org/
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and levels of inbreeding in these populations (Figure 1). The highest mean ROH size of
460 kbp was observed in the Danish Red population, while the lowest mean ROH size of
106 kbp was observed in the Swedish Red population. The highest average number of
2199 ROH was found in Jersey and the lowest average number of 641 ROH was observed
in Charolais. On average, across all the populations, 9.39% of the genome was contained in
ROH, ranging from 3.59% in Swedish Red cattle to 22.4% in Danish Red cattle, in which the
proportion of ROH in the genome is defined as the ROH length divided by the total length
of the cattle genome. The proportion of ROH is relatively moderate for Hereford, Jersey
and Angus compared with Swedish Red and Danish Red. ROH segments were grouped
into three classes (S, M, L) by length. S ROH were the most abundant in number, followed
by M ROH and L ROH segments. Clusters of S ROH, i.e., many individuals with ROH
at a site, indicate sites of low haplotype diversity, which may result from past or ongoing
selection. However, the average total length of S ROH segments across the genome was
small compared to the total length of M ROH segments. M ROH were fewer in number,
but their average total length across the genome was longest among S, M and L ROH.
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Figure 1. General statistics of ROH distribution in sequenced populations. (A) The proportion of the
genome in ROH, the average ROH size and the number of ROH segments in the genome. (B) The
number of ROH segments classified as short (S; red), medium (M; green) and long (L; blue) ROH.
(C) The sum length of ROH segments classified as short (S), medium (M) and long (L) ROH.

To reveal the demographic history of the sequenced populations, we plotted the
numbers of ROH against the sum lengths of ROH (Figure 2). Out of 13 cattle breeds,
Angus, Jersey, Ayrshire Finnish Red and Simmental showed a medium number of ROH
and medium total length in ROH, with most points locating in the middle of the plot
(Figure 2). Fleckvieh, Charolais, Brow Swiss and Swedish Red had most points in the lower
left corner of the plot, indicating a small number of ROH with a small sum of total ROH
length. Danish Red was an extreme case, with a small number of ROH and large total ROH
length. For the Holstein population, no clear patterns were observed. Instead, the ROH
distribution between Holstein individuals was characterized by large variation, with a few
Holstein individuals from the Netherlands showing extreme levels of inbreeding.

3.2. Effect of Positive Selection on ROH Occurrence

The correlations between ROH occurrence and selection signatures were firstly cal-
culated by using integrated EHH, iHS and HMM tests, and ROH hotspot scores for the
breeds with large sample size (i.e., Holstein, Angus, and Fleckvieh). Generally, we ob-
served significantly high, positive correlations between the integrated EHH scores for the
ancestral and the derived alleles and ROH hotspot scores (Figure S1) (0.54, 0.56 and 0.34 for
ancestral alleles for Holstein, Angus and Fleckvieh; 0.47, 0.42 and 0.25 for derived alleles
for Holstein, Angus and Fleckvieh, p < 0.01). Similarly, a significantly positive correlation
was observed between the transformed posterior probabilities from HMM tests detecting
hard sweeps [21] and the ROH hotspot scores on the genome (Figure S2) (0.20 and 0.23 for
Holstein and Angus, p < 0.01). In contrast, much smaller, but still significant, correlations
were observed between the proportion of SNPs with |iHS| > 2 and ROH hotspot scores in
a window of 100 kbp (Figure S3) (0.07, 0.05 and 0.14 for Holstein, Angus and Fleckvieh,
p < 0.01). Compared with selective sweeps detected from integrated EHH, HMM and iHS
tests, a large proportion of the ROH hotspots were validated as candidate regions under
positive selection in either Holstein, Angus or Fleckvieh (Tables S1–S3). For example, the
integrated EHH test identified selective sweeps around ROH hotspots including the genes
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TSHB, RERE and CTNNA1. We confirmed the hypothesis that ROH hotspot scores can be
used to detect candidate regions under positive selection.Agriculture 2022, 5, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 20 
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We next examined the effect of positive selection on ROH occurrence in a genome-wide
scale. Several ROH hotspots were observed in the genome (Figure 3). In total, 31 ROH
hotspots were identified across the whole genome and a number of annotated genes were
located in these ROH hotspots (Table S4). The most pronounced ROH hotspots were
observed on chromosomes 7 and 16. They contained the genes RERE and CTNNA1, which
were previously found to be under positive selection [37]. The genes CAV1 and TSHB,
which are related to mammary gland development, were also located in ROH hotspots,
while CAV1 and TSHB have not previously been found to be associated with selective
sweeps. Other genes in ROH hotspots, such as PLAG1 and KIT, were associated with
well-known signatures of selection [38,39]. Genes such as CYP19A1, CHCHD7, CLSTN1
and SLC25A33 in ROH hotspots were previously identified as candidate genes in hard
selective sweep regions in cattle using sequencing data [21]. The GO enrichment analysis
of genes located in ROH hotspots revealed a significant over-representation of GO terms
related to cellular component organization, including the cellular process and cellular
component organization or biogenesis (FDR < 3.35 × 10−2). Moreover, enriched QTLs were
identified in these ROH hotspots. However, only QTLs associated with health-related traits
were significantly enriched in the ROH hotspot regions (p < 0.01).
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Figure 3. The ROH hotspot scores across all the sequenced individuals. The x axis shows the
chromosome location on the 29 bovine autosomes. The y axis shows the number of animals with an
ROH at this position (i.e., ROH hotspot scores). The total number of animals examined was 684. Each
dot represents the count in windows of 100 kb.

We further deduced the time-scale of selection of the ROH hotspot candidates under
positive selection based on the length of the ROH hotspots (Figure 4). The ROH hotspot
around the KIT gene was selected to infer the time-scale of selection due to the role of the
KIT gene in the coloring pattern in cattle [40]. The mean length of ROH around KIT was
988 kbp (N = 362). The length (in unit of 100 kbp) of ROH around the KIT gene fitted a
chi-squared distribution with 8.2 degrees of freedom corresponding to a mean of 820 kbp.
The expected length of shared ROH in the population is 2/Tc, where Tc is the length of
ROH haplotypes in Morgan. Therefore, this haplotype seems to have become a target of
selection on the order of 250 generations ago.
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Figure 4. The distribution of ROH hotspot haplotype length in the KIT gene. The x axis is the length
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3.3. Phylogenies and Genealogies in ROH Hotspots

We examined the phylogenies and genealogies of haplotype structures in ROH hotspot
regions, comparing between different cattle breeds and species including Zebu (Bos indicus),
Gaur (Bos gaurus), Bison (Bison bison), Wisent (Bison bonasus), Banteng (Bos javanicus) and
Gayal (Bos frontalis). Comparison of Bos taurus genealogies revealed the striking difference
between a tree topology with shallow branches for a random haplotype and a tree topology
with a very deep branch for a haplotype under selection (Figure 5). Patterns were especially
pronounced for the ROH hotspot containing the RERE gene, a selection signature in most
Bos taurus breeds (Figures 5A and S5). The genealogy in a non-ROH hotspot is shown
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for comparison (Figure 5B). The difference in genealogies around RERE compared to the
non-ROH region is quite striking. In the ROH hotspot region, the majority of animals,
independent of breed origin, clustered within one group of very closely related haplotypes.
A few distantly related and rare haplotypes segregate in some Bos taurus breeds. In order
to trace the origin of the haplotypes under selection, we examined the haplotype structure
across species close to Bos taurus (Figure 6). Some of the haplotypes in the group dominant
in Bos taurus RERE were found to be identical to haplotypes observed in Bos indicus, but
very different from the haplotypes of Gaur, Bison, Wisent, Banteng and Gayal, as well as
the alternative haplotypes in Bos taurus. This suggests that an introgression event happened
in the RERE haplotype from Bos indicus to Bos taurus.
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Figure 5. Haplotype structure and genealogies of haplotypes containing RERE variants located in
ROH hotspots in different Bos taurus populations. (A) The structure and genealogies of haplotypes
containing RERE gene. (B) The haplotype structure and genealogies in a non-ROH hotspot (chromo-
some 7:21,100,000–21,180,000 bp). The two alleles at each bi-allelic SNP are shown as black or white
lines. Haplotypes are clustered based on based on the Manhattan distance, bringing together similar
haplotypes and ordered by decreasing similarity. Breed association is indicated by the dendrogram
on the left side.

3.4. Effect of Haplotype in the ROH Hotspot around the CYP19A1 Gene on Milk Yield

The phenotypic effect of an ROH hotspot potentially under positive selection was
examined. We tested the effects of haplotypes in an ROH hotspot containing the CYP19A1
gene on milk yield using 5,199 Holstein individuals under the hypothesis of the important
biological role of CYP19A1 in mammary gland development [35]. Four different haplotypes
were observed. Haplotypes had significant substitution effects for milk yield in Holstein
(p < 0.05) (Table 1). Interestingly, we observed a frequency of 94% of the selectively favored
haplotype, with an effect of 0.629 in the Holstein population, while the frequency of the
alternative homozygous haplotype with an effect of −0.846 was 5%. This suggested that
this selectively favored haplotype with a positive effect on milk yield is under positive
selection and nearly fixed in the Holstein population.
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Figure 6. Haplotype structure and phylogenies of haplotypes from an ROH hotspot region containing
the RERE gene for Bos taurus (Holstein, Angus and Fleckvieh), Zebu (Bos indicus), Gaur, Bison,
Banteng, Wisent and Gayal. (A) Left panel: the phylogeny of RERE haplotypes. Haplotypes are
clustered based on based on the Manhattan distance, bringing together similar haplotypes and
ordered by decreasing similarity. Right panel: the haplotype structure around the RERE gene.
Colored blocks indicate the origin of haplotypes. The two alleles at each bi-allelic SNP are shown
as black or white lines. (B) Left panel: the genealogy of SLC25A51 haplotypes. Right panel: the
haplotype structure around the SLC25A51 gene. Colored blocks indicate the origin of haplotypes.
The two alleles at each bi-allelic SNP are shown as black or white lines.
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Table 1. Haplotype effects from CYP19A1 locus on milk yield in Holstein population. * refers to
p value < 0.05.

Haplotype Effect Size Standard Error Significance (p Value) of Substitution Effects between Haplotypes

11,111 0.629 0.730

0.010 *
12,111 0.135 0.984
22,211 0.081 0.971
22,222 −0.846 0.740

4. Discussion

Signatures of positive selection and demographic history in domestic cattle can be
studied by examining ROH hotspot scores in their genomes. This makes domestic cattle an
excellent model to demonstrate the interplay between positive selection and demography.
Studies have shown that the distribution and burden of ROH is highly related to the
current or previous population sizes [41,42]. It is expected that there are more and longer
ROH segments distributed in populations with non-random mating, while in admixed
populations, the number of ROH is reduced and ROH remain short due to the introgression
of different haplotypes. Bottlenecks result from increased numbers of short ROH [43,44].
On the other hand, mating of close relatives increases the number of long ROH, while the
variance of sum of length of ROH increases [45,46].

Different demographic histories result in the diverse locations of points when plotting
the number of ROH and the sum lengths of ROH (Figure 2). In most breeds, we see that
most of the animals roughly lie on a line. The slope of this line reflects the average length
of ROH. A steep slope corresponds to a short average ROH length, while a shallow slope
reflects a long average ROH length. The shorter the average ROH, the longer ago we find
their origin. Out of 13 cattle breeds in this study, Angus and Jersey have relatively small
populations and have experienced bottlenecks, as indicated by the high fraction of the
genome in ROH. Nonetheless, even in Jersey, we find individuals with a very low level
of ROH. Fleckvieh, Charolais, Brown Swiss and Swedish Red show very low amounts of
ROH. This is consistent with recent admixture in the sequenced individuals [1]. Danish Red
exhibits a very shallow line corresponding to very long ROH combined with a very large
fraction of the genome in ROH. This reflects a pattern of strong recent inbreeding in Danish
Red. In most populations, we see individuals with a low amount of ROH in terms of both
total sum and number of ROH, except in Danish Red and Belgian Blue. This probably
reflects an absence of admixture in these two breeds. Brown Swiss, Jersey and Hereford
contain individuals to the right of the slope, which is evidence of consanguinity among
their parents. The Holstein population looks heterogeneous. Points cluster on two lines,
one steep and one shallow, reflecting the population structure, with subpopulations being
characterized by different ROH patterns and different amounts of inbreeding. However,
there are many individuals with points in between the two slopes. Finnish Ayrshire and
Simmental probably had larger population sizes in the past, as shown by a steep slope and
moderate total length of ROH. The distribution of ROH numbers and lengths illustrates
the demographic diversity among cattle breeds.

We observed an abundance of short and medium-sized ROH in cattle genomes in
different breeds (Figures 1 and 2). The high occurrence of ROH sites among individuals
may be the result of intensive artificial selection, nowadays performed by animal breeders.
Selection enacted in the population results in a less diverse haplotype distribution, and
thereby more non-randomly distributed ROH in cattle populations are observed. Genomic
regions located in an ROH region might be a result of close inbreeding and skewed haplo-
type spectra [47]. We confirmed the effect of positive selection on most of the ROH hotspots
by examining the integrated EHH scores, iHS scores and the posterior probabilities from
HMM tests for hard selective sweeps, and correlating them with ROH hotspot scores in
these genomic regions. As a whole, these tests confirmed genes PLAG1, KIT, RERE, CAV1,
TSHB, CYO19A1, CHCHD7, CLSTN1 and SLC25A33 as likely targets of selection in ROH
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hotspots. Among these genes, RERE plays an important role in development and in cell
survival [48], and histone methyl transferases in regulating gene expression [49], so the dif-
ferent haplotypes in Bos taurus populations in gene RERE might cause different expression
levels associated with production or disease. CTNNA1 may play a role in disease suscep-
tibility [50]. CAV1 could regulate the release of milk from the mammary gland during
lactation and progress the mammary gland to a mature structure [35], while TSHB was
found to be associated with milk fat percentage [51,52]. PLAG1 is associated with calving
ease and stature, while KIT is associated with coat color patterning and pigmentation in
cattle [40,53].

These results suggest that the occurrence of ROH hotspots is highly positively associ-
ated with selective sweeps close to fixation due to the high prevalence of the ROH hotspot
haplotypes, but less so with ongoing selection. The relatively lower correlation between
integrated EHH scores and ROH hotspot scores in the Fleckvieh population compared with
the Holstein population suggests a difference in selection, such as selection intensity, in
Holstein compared with the Fleckvieh population. To correlate the ROH hotspots with
phenotypes, we performed a QTL enrichment analysis and we observed a significant enrich-
ment of health-related QTLs in ROH hotspots in bovine genomes. This suggests that ROH
hotspot regions in cattle are more associated with health-related traits. Furthermore, an
overrepresentation of GO terms related to cellular component organization was observed.
It implies that the different haplotypes in genes located in ROH hotspots might result in an
abnormality within a specific cell component, thereby causing a disease [54,55]. However,
it is noticeable that the ROH hotspot regions are probably more related to selective sweeps
close to fixation through positive selection. Hence, SNPs located in ROH hotspots are no
longer segregating in the populations and are therefore difficult to detect in a QTL mapping
study. CYP19A1 plays a biological role in female gonad development, mammary gland
development and the development of male sexual characteristics [35]. The widespread
occurrence of ROH around CYP19A1 agrees with strong artificial selection on the milk- or
fertility-related traits in dairy cattle.

We examined and reported the time-scale of positive selection, phylogenies and
genealogies and phenotypic effects in one ROH hotspot. The time-scale of selection in
ROH hotspots can be inferred by examining the length distribution of ROH hotspots across
individuals. The mean length of ROH from the common ancestor is inversely proportional
to the number of generations since the most recent common ancestor giving rise to the
ROH [56]. Thereby, we are able to deduce an approximate selection time-scale based
on the length distribution of the ROH across individuals. The haplotype containing KIT
variants was used as an example to demonstrate the time-scale in an ROH hotspot. The
selection acting on the haplotype containing KIT variants seems to have started around
250 generations or 1250 years ago, assuming a generation interval of 5 years. Haplotypes
containing KIT variants are associated with the color patterns. This suggests an onset of
selection around the 7th century CE.

Our observed result suggests a possible introgression from Bos indicus to Bos taurus
for a haplotype of the ROH hotspot region containing the RERE gene (Figure 6), where we
identified that the RERE haplotype of Bos indicus is identical to a haplotype in Bos taurus.
A second potential introgression event from Bos indicus to Bos taurus was detected for the
ROH hotspot containing the REG3G gene (Figure S4). Gene REG3G is associated with the
immune response to pathogens and bacteria by stimulating toll-like receptors (TLRs) [57],
suggesting that this possible introgression, followed by subsequent selection, improved the
fitness and disease resistance in Bos taurus. The widespread distribution of nearly identical
haplotypes in Bos taurus demonstrates that this haplotype has been under recent intensive
selection in Bos taurus. The introgressed haplotype is highly represented in several cattle
breeds; thus, it is a strong indication of adaptive introgression. However, very different
haplotypes are still present in some Bos taurus breeds. This supports that the direction of
introgression is from Bos indicus to Bos taurus—and not vice versa. Finally, we observed
that an ROH hotspot containing CYP19A1 was associated with a signal of positive selection.
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Haplotypes in this region were associated with effects on milk yield. This provides a likely
explanation for the selective force creating the selection signature.

5. Conclusions

Our study demonstrates that the formation and distribution of ROH in bovine popula-
tions is highly influenced by demography and positive selection. We illustrate that strong
positive selection strongly shapes the occurrence of ROH and, for the first time, show the
phylogenies in ROH hotspots, timing of selection on ROH hotspots and the phenotypic
haplotype effects of ROH hotspots under strong selection in bovine populations. These
ROH hotspots are very likely to significantly influence the fitness and economic traits of
individuals in the population. We demonstrate that ROH hotspots are positively corre-
lated with selective sweeps close to fixation. This highlights the importance of positive
selection on shaping ROH distributions across individuals. Moreover, it sheds light on
the importance of including effects of positive selection when estimating inbreeding from
ROH using whole-genome sequence data. We provide an example with strong evidence
of a significant association between ROH haplotypes under positive selection and milk
yield in cattle populations, strongly supporting our findings. Furthermore, we show ROH
as a tool to study the effects of demography, introgression and positive selection in the
bovine population; however, it is generally applicable for any species. We highlight the
importance of effects of positive selection and demography on shaping ROH localization
on genomes in a domestic population under strong artificial selection for long time.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
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scores plot against the posterior probabilities from the hidden Markov model (HMM) measuring
hard sweeps for holstein and angus populations. a. Holstein population; b. Angus population;
Figure S3: The ROH hotspots scores plot against integrated haplotype scores (iHS) for Holstein and
angus populations. a. Holstein population; b. Angus population; Figure S4: Haplotype structure
and phylogenies of haplotypes from an ROH hotspot region containing the REG3G gene for Bos
taurus (Holstein, Angus and Fleckvieh), Bos indicus (Zebu), Gaur, Bison, Banteng, Wisent and Gayal.
Left panel: the genealogy of REG3G haplotypes. Right panel: the haplotype structure around the
REG3G gene. Colored blocks indicate the origin of haplotypes. The two alleles at each bi-allelic
SNP are shown as black or white lines. Figure S5: The genealogies tree of RERE haplotypes from
MEGA. Table S1: Candidate selective sweep regions comparing between the ROH hotspots scores and
integrative extended haplotype homozygosity (EHH) scores for Holstein and angus and fleckvieh
populations; Table S2: Candidate selective sweep regions comparing between the ROH hotspots
scores and integrated haplotype scores (iHS) for Holstein and angus and fleckvieh populations; Table
S3: Candidate selective sweep regions comparing between the ROH hotspots scores and the posterior
probabilities from the hidden Markov model (HMM) measuring hard sweeps for Holstein and angus
populations; Table S4: ROH hotspots candidate regions and annotated genes in the regions.
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